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RE:

NOTICE OF DISAPPROVAL
INVESTIGATION WORK PLAN GROUP 4
WESTERN REFINING SOUTHWEST, INC., BLOOMFIELD REFINERY
EPA ID# NMD089416416
HWB-GRCB-09-001

Dear Mr. Schmaltz:
The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) has reviewed Western Refining Southwest,
Inc., Bloomfield Refinery's (Western) Investigation Work Plan Group 4 SWMU No. 7 Raw
Water Ponds, SWMU No. IO Fire Training Area, and SWMU No. 16 Active Landfill) (Work
Plan), dated December 2008. NMED hereby issues this Notice of Disapproval (NOD). Western
must address the following comments before NMED can take action on the Work Plan.
Comment 1
The current fonnat of the Work Plan is difficult to follow and missing information making it
hard to complete a thorough technical review. Western must revise the Work Plan as follows:

a.

Western must address each Solid Waste Management Unit (SWMU) in separate
sections. Each section must include text, tables, figures, photographs, and
engineering drawings (if applicable) associated with each SWMU. The text must
include a Background (previous investigations), Site Conditions (surface and
subsurface), Scope of Services, Investigative Methods, and Monitoring and Sampling
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Program subsections. Western must refer to Section X.B (Investigation Work Plan)
of the July 27, 2007 Order (Order) for the required information. The associated
tables, figures, photographs, and engineering drawings (if applicable) must be
separated within the individual SWMU sections with labeled tabs. For example, tab
separators should be inserted and titled Section 1 and the Section must include
information for a SWMU (e.g., SWMU 7), followed by tab separators within the
section titled "tables," figures," etc.
b.

The Executive Summary and Section l(Introduction) of the current Vvork Plan must
be included in the revised Work Plan.

c.

Sections 5 (Investigation Methods), Section 6 (Monitoring and Sampling Program),
Section 7 (Schedule), and Section 8 (References) of the current Work Plan must also
be included in the revised Work Plan but does not need to be included in each
SWMU-specific section. Sections 5-8 must be placed after the SWMU specific
sections and must be separated by a tab.

The individual sections for each SWMU should follow an identical format. This applies to all
future Work Plan submittals as well. In addition, Western must incorporate the requirements in
this NOD to all applicable sections. Such fonnatting requirements will help Western organize
and clarify its presentation, and facilitate NMED's review.
Comment2
In the Section 2 (Background) discussions for each subsection (2.1 (SWMU No. 7 Raw Water
Ponds), 2.2 (SWMU No. 10 Fire Training Area), and 2.3 (SWMU No. 16 Active Landfill)),
Western must provide the dates of operations of the units.
Comment3
In Section 2.1 (SWMU No. 7 Raw Water Ponds), Western does not provide the depths of the
Raw Water Ponds in the Background Section. The depth of the Raw Water Ponds is important
for calculating the volume of water present within each pond and for determining how the sample
collection will be conducted. Western must revise the Work Plan to include the depths of the
Raw Water Ponds. If this information is unknown, Western must revise the Work Plan to
identify how the depths will be determined during the investigation.
Comment4
In Section 2.1 (SWMU No. 7 Raw Water Ponds), page 3, paragraph 1, Western states "[t]he first
recorded site operations in this area were the evaporation ponds. There were two ponds of
approximately 2.5 acres each. The northern pond is now the Raw Water Ponds and the southern
pond was located immediately south (Figure 2)."
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Western must revise the Work Plan to state the current acreage of Raw Water Ponds.
Comments
In Section 2.1 (SWMU No. 7 Raw Water Ponds), page 4, paragraph 3, Western states "[t]wo
permanent monitoring wells and seven temporary monitoring wells were installed in October
2008, located immediately down-gradient of the Raw Water Ponds .... The samples are shown on
Figure 8 and the analytical results are provided in Table 1."

The names of the samples shown on Figure 8 ("2008 RFI Sample Locations" (SB2-1, SB2-2,
SB2-3, SB2-4, SB2-5/MW-50, SB2-6, SB2-7and SB2-8) do not correlate with the names
provided in Table 1 (SWMU2-1, SWMU2-2, SWMU2-3, SWMU2-4, SWMU2-5/MW-50,
SWMU2-6, SWMU2-7, SWMU2-8, SWMU2-9/MW-51 ); it is not clear if the analytical data for
the permanent monitoring wells and temporary wells, are provided in Table 1. Western must
revise the Work Plan to clarify this discrepancy and include the correct names of the monitoring
wells and temporary wells so that the information presented in the text, figures, and tables are
consistent.
Comment6
In Section 2.1 (SWMU No. 7 Raw Water Ponds), page 4, paragraph 3, Western states "[t]wo
permanent monitoring wells and seven temporary monitoring wells were installed in October
2008, located immediately down-gradient of the Raw Water Ponds."

In the revised Work Plan, Western must list the names of the two monitoring wells and the seven
temporary wells installed in October 2008.
Comment7
In Section 2.1 (SWMU No. 7 Raw Water Ponds) Western references a Closure Plan for the
Unlined Evaporation Lagoons and the Spray Evaporation Area which was approved by the New
Mexico Oil Conservation Division (OCD).

NMED did not review or approve the closure plan referenced above. Therefore, NMED will not
rely on the cited data to make regulatory decisions. No revision is necessary.
Comments
In Section 2.2 (SWMU No. 10 Fire Training Area), page 6, paragraph 2, Western states "[t]his
area was previously investigated during the 1993 RCRA Facility Investigation with four soil
borings located in this area .... All of the organic analyses were non-detect and the metals
concentrations are reported to be less than the background concentrations developed dming the
1993 RCRA Facility Investigation (Groundwater Technology Inc., 1994 and Groundwater
Technology Inc., 1995). The analytical results for the soil samples are presented in Table 2."
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A background study has not been completed in accordance with Section VIII.H of the Order;
therefore, Western cannot compare inorganic constituents to background levels. The
Groundwater Technology Inc., 1995 document is the Human Health and Ecological Risk
Assessment; this document may no longer be valid, as NMED has since developed risk
assessment guidance. Western must remove or qualify the reference to "background
concentrations."
Comment9
In Section 3.1 (Surface Conditions), page 7, Western states "[n]orth of the refinery, surface water
flows in a southeasterly direction toward the San Juan River."
It is NMED's understanding that surface water at the refinery generally flows in a northerly
direction towards the San Juan River. Western must clarify the surface water flow direction in
the revised Work Plan and provide an explanation in the response letter.

Comment 10
In Section 3.1 (Surface Conditions), page 7, paragraph 3, Western states that "[t]he refinery
complex is bisected by County Rd #4990 (Sulivan Road), which runs east-west. The process
units, storage tanks (crude oil and liquid products), and wastewater treatment systems are located
north of the county road. The crude oil and product loading racks, LPG storage tanks and
loading racks ... are located south of [the] county road."
Western must revise this Section of the Work Plan to include the location of SWMU s 7, 10, and
11 in reference to County Rd #4990.
Comment 11
The Scope of Services, Section 4.0 does not provide enough detail to complete a thorough
review. Western must revise the Scope of Services Section in accordance with X.B.7 (Scope of
Services) of the Order, specifically to address the statement "[a] section on the scope of activities
shall briefly describe a list of all anticipated activities to be performed during the
investigation ... " See Comments 12 and 13 below.
Comment 12
In Section 4.0 (Scope of Services), Subsection 4.1 (Anticipated Activities), page 9, Western
states "[p ]ursuant to Section IV of the Order, a scope of services was developed to detennine and
evaluate the presence, nature, extent, fate, and transport of contaminants. To accomplish this
objective, soil, sediment, and groundwater samples will be collected at the SWMU No. 7 Raw
Water Ponds, SWMU No. 10 Fire Training Area, and SWMU No. 16 Active Landfill. Soil
borings will be installed and samples collected as discussed in Section 5.2. The installation of a
monitoring well and collection of groundwater samples is discussed in Section 5.3."
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Although Vl estern states that soil, sediment, and groundwater samples will be collected, the
Work Plan does not address the specific activities that will be conducted at each SWMU.
Section 4.1 of the revised Work Plan must include a list of the anticipated activities to be
conducted at each SWMU ( e.g., collect six surface samples to a depth of one foot, install 5
borings to a depth of approximately ten feet below ground surface and collect a water sample at
the water table if encountered, etc.). Western must refer to Section X.B (Investigation Work
Plan), X.B. 7 (Scope of Services) of the Order for details to be included in this revision. See also
Comment 1.

Comment 13
In Section 4.0 (Scope of Services), Subsection 4.1 (Anticipated Activities), page 9, Western
states "[ so ]il borings will be installed and samples collected as discussed in Section 5.2. The
installation of a monitoring well and collection of groundwater samples is discussed in Section
5.3."
Subsection 4.1 refers to Section 5.2 (Soil Sampling) and 5.3 (Ground Water Monitoring) as stated
above. It is not clear where within these sections (5.2 and 5.3) the investigation activities
(number of borings and monitoring wells) for each SWMU are presented. These sections include
information for sampling activities; however, the information is not presented in a clear manner.
It is therefore difficult to understand what will be conducted at each SWMU ( e.g., number of soil
borings, monitoring wells to be installed). Western must revise the Work Plan to briefly describe
the soil sampling and groundwater monitoring activities listed in the Scope of Services. See
Comment 12.

Comment 14
In Section 5.2 (Soil Sampling), Western states that sediment samples will be collected from the
Raw Water Ponds (SWMU No. 7). The Work Plan does not contain details of how the sediment
samples will be collected.
The sampling requirements for the Raw Water Ponds (SWMU No. 7) require modifications as
sediment sampling is no longer needed. However, Western must consider the following if
sediment sampling will be conducted in future investigations. Sediment sampling is different
from soil sampling. Sediment sampling must therefore be addressed in a separate section in
which the proposed sampling methods and procedures for collection of sediment samples must
be described. Western must revise the Work Plan to remove all references to sediment sampling
and incorporate the requirements established in Comments 15 and 16 below.
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Comment15
Western proposes to collect six sediment samples from the Oto 6 inch interval at SWMU No. 7
(Raw Water Ponds).

The proposed 0-6 inch interval is not representative of the stratigraphic section beneath the Raw
Water Ponds. Based on historical documents and conversations with Western, the stratigraphic
section beneath the Evaporation Ponds/Raw Water Ponds (native sediments to the surface) is as
follows: the Jackson Lake Terrace Deposit, four to six inches ofbentonite, sediment/sludge
accumulation from the interval when the Evaporation Ponds were in service, four to six more
inches ofbentonite and overlying sediment/silt accumulated from the San Juan River (from
current service as the Raw Water Ponds). Western must revise the Work Plan to include
characterization of the sediments, liners, and soils beneath the Raw Water Ponds (SWMU No. 7)
from the water/sediment interface to the native soils. The Investigation Report must include a
figure that depicts the thickness of each unit/layer, as well as provide the depths below the tops
of the pond embankments and surrounding land surface. See Comment 16 below.
Comment 16
Sampling activities at SWMU No. 7 (Raw Water Ponds) are being modified because sampling
has not occurred in 10 years and the previous VOC data may be invalid due to improper
sampling methods (samples were composited). Additionally, the Closure Plan submitted to OCD
did not describe the sampling methods and procedures, nor did it indicate if soil was removed or
if any remedial activities were completed. Finally, the current Work Plan does not include
proposed sampling of potentially distinct layers (e.g., liners, sludge) beneath the Raw Water
Ponds, nor was any sampling proposed for the South Evaporation Pond. Western must revise the
Work Plan to incorporate the following sampling activities.

a.

Instead of collecting six sediment samples, Western must advance three soil borings
from within the Raw Water Ponds; two soil borings must be advanced within the
western Raw Water Pond and one soil boring from within the eastern Raw Water
Pond (see attached Figure 8 for the approximate locations). The borings must be
continuously logged from the water/sediment interface into the underlying native soil.
Samples must be collected from every discernable layer, including the native soil
(e.g., sediment, bentonite, sludge, native soil). The samples must be analyzed in
accordance with Section 5.8 (Chemical Analysis). Western must revise the text and
figures in the Work Plan accordingly.

b.

Western must advance a boring within 25 feet of the historic discharge point where
wastewater entered into the Evaporation Ponds. The boring must be continuously
logged from the water/sediment interface into the native soil. Soil samples must be
collected from every discernable layer, including native soil. The samples must be
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analyzed in accordance with Section 5.8 (Chemical Analysis). Western must revise
the text and figures in the Work Plan accordingly.
c.

Western must advance a soil boring at the location where the overflow from the north
Evaporation Pond to the South Evaporation Pond occurred. The boring must be
continuously logged from the water/sediment interface into the native soil. Soil
samples must be collected from every discernable layer, including the native soil.
The samples must be analyzed in accordance with Section 5.8 (Chemical Analysis).
Western must revise the text and figures in the Work Plan accordingly.

d.

Western must advance two soil borings within the Fonner South Evaporation Pond.
The approximate locations are identified in the attached Figure 2. The borings must
be continuously logged from the surface into the underlying native soil. Soil samples
must be collected from every discernable layer, including native soil. The soil
samples must be analyzed for the constituents identified in Section 5.8 (Chemical
Analyses). Western must revise the text and figures in the Work Plan accordingly.

e.

If groundwater is encountered beneath the former South Pond, a water sample must
be collected at the water table and analyzed for the constituents identified in Section
5.8 (Chemical Analyses). Western must revise the text and figures in the Work Plan
accordingly.

Comment 17
In reference to SWMU No. 7 (Raw Water Ponds), Western must revise the Work Plan to include
the following figures:
a.

A figure that identifies the location of the historic inlet pipe that discharged
wastewater to the fonner Evaporation Ponds, the location of the over flow pipe
connecting the north evaporation pond to the south evaporation pond, and the
location of the existing inlet pipe where water enters from the San Juan River.

b.

A figure that depicts the Raw Water Ponds and the Former South Evaporation Pond,
and the area in the vicinity of soil boring B-6.

Comment 18
The historical analytical results at the former Evaporation Ponds (existing Raw Water Ponds),
provided in Table 2, identified detections of thallium above the New Mexico Soil Screening
Levels (soil-to-groundwater screening level). Therefore, Western must revise the Work Plan to
include the analysis of thallium to Section 5.8 (Chemical Analysis).
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Comment 19
In Section 5.2 (Soil Sampling), page 12 and 13, Western states "[a]s there are individual props

located within the area where liquid fuel (e.g., diesel and gasoline) is used and there is the
potential for constituents to be released to soils at known locations, a judgmental sampling
design is appropriate. Four soil borings are proposed near these locations as shown on Figure 9.
In addition, two soil borings will be located within the drainage ditch, which runs along the
western side of the area and collects surface water runoff from the area. One of the borings will
be located in the small pit on the north end of the ditch."
Western must revise the Work Plan to incorporate the following additional sampling locations at
SWMU No. 10 (The Fire Training Area):
a.

Soil borings must be installed at all locations where fire is ignited and burning occurs
during the fire trainings. All changes must be reflected in the text and figures in the
revised Work Plan.

b.

A soil boring must be installed from all shaded areas within SWMU No. 10 and as
shown in Figure 9, unless an explanation can be provided as to why sampling is
unnecessary.

c.

Revise Figure 9 (SWMU No. 10 Sample Locations Map) to depict all drainage
features and outfalls. In addition, the figure must identify all features in the figure
(e.g., all dark spots must be labeled); it is not clear if the shadows are surface staining,
actual shadows, or tangible features. This figure must also include the proposed
sample locations.

d.

The soil samples collected from the soil borings must follow the sampling methods
and procedures as presented in the Work Plan.

Comment20
In Section 5.2 (Soil Sampling), page 13, paragraph 2, Western states "[t]he landfill area of
interest was divided into quadrants, with one soil boring located near the center of each quadrant
(Figure 1O)."

Western addresses how the Active Landfill was divided into quadrants for soil sampling, but the
quadrants are not shown in the figure. If Western continues to describe the Active Landfill area
as being divided into quadrants, the quadrants must be presented in the figure or the text must be
revised to remove reference to the quadrants. In addition, Western must revise the Work Plan to
include the following modifications to the Active Landfill investigation:
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a.

Western must install an additional soil boring in the center of the Active Landfill (see
attached Figure 10 for the approximate location). Western must revise the text and
figure in the Work Plan accordingly.

b.

Western must modify the chemical analysis for all soil samples collected at the
Active Landfill; these changes incorporate the OCD sampling requirements. All soil
samples collected from the five borings must be analyzed for the metals identified in
Section 5.8 (Chemical Analysis) with the addition of aluminum, boron, copper,
manganese, molybdenum, iron, and uranium. Soil samples must also be analyzed for
chlorides, sulfate, fluoride, and gasoline range organics (GRO). If GRO is detected
at concentrations greater than 80 parts per million (ppm), the soil samples also must
be analyzed for VOCs. In addition, soil samples must be analyzed for DRO extended
(motor oil range organics (MRO)), if DRO is detected at concentrations greater than
200 ppm, the soil samples must be analyzed for semi-volatile organic compounds
(SVOCs). Western must revise the text in the Work Plan accordingly.

c.

If any water samples are collected, the water samples must be analyzed for the
constituents identified in Section 5.8 (Chemical Analyses) in addition to the
constituents identified in item b above.

d.

Western must determine the total depth of the Active Landfill.

Western must revise the text in the Work Plan to incorporate the above changes.
Comment21
Western must revise the Work Plan to include a figure(s) that depicts the locations of all
sampling locations referenced in Table 1.
Comment22
In Figure 9, Western has a blue dot that states "Proposed Well" at the north end of SWMU No.
10. The legend also contains a blue dot that states "SB9-1 2008 RFI Sample Location".

As indicated in the figure, it is not clear if the "proposed well" was a sample location in the 2008
RFI. Western must revise Figure 9 in the revised Work Plan to clarify the difference between the
blue dots or use different symbols to show the difference between the "proposed well" and the
"2008 RFI sample locations."
Comment23
Western does not mention the installation of a new permanent monitoring well (proposed well)
until Section 5.3.2 (Groundwater Sampling), after drilling and installation of a monitoring well
has already been discussed. In the revised Work Plan, Western must address the installation of
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the monitoring well and its location in the Scope of Services Section, so it is clear that a well is
going to be installed. In addition, Section 5.3 (Groundwater Monitoring) discusses monitoring
wells, as if more than one monitoring well is being installed. W estem must revise Section 5 .3 to
also make it clear that only one monitoring well will be installed and sampled as part of this
investigation.
Western must address all comments contained in this NOD and submit a revised Work Plan to
NMED on or before January 25, 2010. The revised Work Plan must be submitted with a
response letter that details where all revisions have been made, cross-referencing NMED's
numbered comments. In addition, an electronic version of the revised work plan must be
submitted that identifies where all changes made in redline strikeout format.
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Hope Monzeglio of my staff at
(505) 476-6045.

1

Si n ~ .
Ja es P. Bearz1
Chief
Hazardous Waste Bureau
cc:

J. Kieling, NMED HWB
D. Cobrain, NMED HWB
H. Monzeglio, NMED HWB
C. Chavez, OCD
A. Hains, Western El Paso
File: GRCB 2009 and Reading
HWB-GRCB-09-001
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